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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

"I was really nervous I would end up with some freak or something."

Gov. fills

board
•
vacancies
BY JENNIFER P ERYAM
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Gov. Rod Blagojevich appointed
three new members to Eastern's Board
of Trustees who bring prior backgrounds from the field of education.
Robert Webb of Mattoon, Leo
Welch of O'Fallon and Roger
Kratochvil ofMt. Olive were appointed Aug. 16 to fill the three vacant
positions.
"We have had very good board
members in the past and I am pleased
that these three board members can
join us at Eastern," Eastern's President
Lou Hencken said.
Hencken said the only major problem that has occurred in the hiring
process was the length of time it took
to hire these new board members.
Last full, two board members were
asked to quit their jobs as lobbyists or
resign from the board after a bill was
passed banning registered lobbyists
from serving on boards making policies. Betsy Mitchell, former BOT vice
chair person and registered lobbyist
along with former BOT member and
registered lobbyist Julie Sullivan both
chose to resign last December. Board
member Bob Manion also resigned
for personal reasons.
Hencken said he was pleased with
the three selected to take their places.
'~I three of these board members
have a background in education that
help them to better understand
BOT's decision-making processes,"
Hencken said.
"I have always been interested in
higher education and Eastern is an
outstanding university that I want to
help move to the next level," Webb
said.
Webb served as the second president of Lake Land Communiry
College from 1972 to 1984 and is a
past chairman of both the Coles
County Board and the Coles County
Regional Planning Commission.
He also served as a visiting professor at the Chiang Mai University in
Thailand and is interested in expanding the international program at
Eastern.
Welch returns to Eastern after
receiving his bachelor's, master's and
specialist's degrees in education from
Eastern. He has also served on the
lllinois Community College Board
and the Faculty Advisory Council of
the lllinois Board of Higher
Education.
"Eastern made an outstanding education available to me so I want in return
to facilitate higher education experiences to the universit}( Wdch said.

See MEMBERS + page 9

BriHany Sexton,
a freshman from
Highland, places
shopping bags in
a cart with the
help of her
mother, Kim,
Friday afternoon
outside Carman
Hall. Kim came
down to help
BriHany move in.

&L GROWNS UP NOW'
Freshmen move
in, say goodbye
BY JULIA BOURQUE
CAMPUS EDITOR

The night before the big move to
college, Anna Schafer searched for
immunization records and other
important papers her son needed, but
she found an envelope labeled, "first

hair cuts are always free." Inside the
envelope she saw brown locks of hair
that quickly reminded her of Chuck's
younger years.
The tears flowed.
"I'm not worried about him adjusting to college," Anna Schafer, the
mother of freshman Chuck Schafer,
of Pana, said. "It's the parents you
need to worry about; we need to
adjust, too."
Mothers, fathers, sons and daughters all experienced their own senti-

mental goodbyes this weekend as
freshmen moved to their new home
- Eastern Illinois University.
"My mom went into my room after
we packed it up and started crying,"
Brittany Sexton, from Highland, said.
"I'm excited for college, but my mom's
a nervous wreck.
"I think she's so scared because if I
didn't have my head screwed on I
would lose it," she said.
In Sexton's case, it was her mother
who found it difficult to say goodbye,

but for Sarah Greenwald, a freshman
from Flossmoor, it was both she and
her mother who couldn't let go.
'1 was an emotional wreck my first
night," Greenwald said. 'Tm the oldest, so it was pretty hard for both me
and my family.
"My mom called (Friday) night and
we could barely understand the 1love
you's' behind all the sobbing," she
said.

See MOVING

+ page 7

BLAIR HALL UPDATE

Faculty adjusts to temporary home
BY MICHAEL SCHROEDER
CITY REPORTER

The April 28 fire that severely damaged Blair
Hall, Eastern's third oldest building, kept Eastern
faculty busy this summer with repairs and preparations for a smooth transition to the new semester.
The administration planned for the reconstruction of the building's roof and interior,
while the faculty that call Blair Hall home
adjusted to their temporary homes in the old
Clinical Services building on the corner of
Seventh and Hayes Streets.
With there being no injuries, the major concern
in the days following the fire was the loss of years
of professors' research and teaching materials.
The sociology department, which was located
on the third floor, was most severely hit.
"It's been stressful cause everything is new: the
computer, the office, the classroom," Diane
Schaefer, sociology professor, said.
The depattment's semester has been hectic as
many professors have had to start over for this
semester's classes. Many professors lost their class
notes, research materials and other teaching tools.

"You don't realize what you lost until you
reach for it and it's not there," Ron Wohlstein,
sociology professor, said.
Schaefer said it has been
a stressful experience filled
with adjustments; some+ Eastern
thing
only someone who
officials planned
has
been
through a fire
Blair renovation
could
understand.
during Summer
Wohlstein said the loss that
Page 7
hurts the most is the computers. He and many other
professors had a lot of information and class
notes on their computers.
"I backed them up and of course I set the
backed up files right next to my computer in the
office," he said.
Following the fire, the university sent the damaged materials to Servpro, a company that uses
Ozone treatment to remove the odor of smoke
and dry the papers without doing more damage.
Those materials were being returned in the last
few weeks, resulting in many professors scrambling

More inside

See ADJUSTMENTS+ page 7
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ACharleston firefighter extinguishes the fire in Blair Hall
from the top of a ladder truck April 28. According to officials, the faculty will be in their temporary home, the
Clinical Services building until it is torn down to make
room for the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
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TRY BOXING OUT!

CELEBRITIES
IN THE NEWS

ONLINE
POLL
This week we
ask our readers
how they feel
about the
redesign of The
Daily Eastern
News. Rip it
apart....we dare
you!

Fantasia gets her day
Raleigh, N .C. (AP) - Gov. Mike Easley proclaimed
Saurday as Fantasia Barrino Day in N orth Carolina to
mark her first major singing appearance in her home
state since winning the '~erican Idol" title in May.
On Saturday night, Barrino, of High Point, and fellow '~erican Idol" contestants will perform in
Winston-Salem, one of the stops on the American Idols
Tour 2004.
Easley's proclamation, issued Thursday, cites the
singer, who now performs as Fantasia, as "a true testament to what happens when you put your heart and
soul into your dream" and says she "has shown throiugh
her amazing talent and larger-than-life personality that
goodness does really grow right her in N orth Carolina."

It's about
#@&*! !$ time. I
hated that ol'
looking thing.
A)

B) I like totally
dis like it ... like it
looks weird and
stuff. I only Iike
look at the pic
tures anyway.
That Haas is like
sooooo hot. Like
wow.

Gore cited for speeding
Astoria, Ore. (AP)- Former Vice President AI Gore
was cited for speeding as he drove a rented car to visit
family on the coast earlier this month.
Gore, who was alone, was issued a $141 ticket for
driving 75 miles per hour on a highway in the northwest corner of the state, police said th is week. The
speed lirnist is 55 mph.
H e was issued the ticket on Aug. 3, said Lt. Dale
Rutledge of the Oregon State Police.
The trooper who stopped Gore, who carried Oregon
when he ran for president in 2000, said he was polite
throughout the encounter.

I'm scurred of
it. I won't read it.

C)

D) Fabooo. We
want more and
we want it now!
VOTE@WWW.

THEDAILY
EASTERN
NEWS.COM

Mor rockers sign on
for anti-Bush concerts
New York (AP) - The coalition of the willing-torock is growing. Sheryl Crow, Jack Johnson and Crosby,
Stills & Nash have joined the nearly 20 other musicians
trying to unseat President Bush in N ovember.
Crow and company were added to the Vote for
Change tour, which boasts a lineup of artist including
Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band, Pearl jam and
Dave Matthews Band.
The musicians will perform in an array of combinations at some 38 other cities over the course of 12 days
in October, concert promoters announced Thursday.
Money generated from the concerts will go to america Corning Together, which promises on its Web site to
"derail the right-wing Republican agenda by defeating
George W. Bush." The shows will play in election swing
states. They'll be presented by MoveOn PAC, the electoral arm of the liberal interest group MoveOn.org.
Dave Matthews earlier told The Associated Press: "It's
the first time Bruce and the E Street Band ever stoop
and made a clear political statement. This is the first
time we've ever stood as a band, unified, and said we
want a change."

COUNTING
DOWN

119
Days unti l Finals
Week. Momma I
is a scared

WORD
DE JOUR
bush hook
A tool with a
curved blade and
handle used to cut
bushes and under
grov.th.

John Metropulos, a freshman construction management major, and Breana Nauman, a freshman psychology major,
reach for a rebound during a game of 21 on the basketball courts outside of Thomas Hall.

EDITOR IN CHIEF

EASTERN NEWS
The Daily Eastern News is produced by the
students of Eastern Illinois University. It is
published daily Monday through Friday, In
Charleston, Ill. during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vacations or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 br summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.

HAVE ASUGGESTION?

If you have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Daily Eastern News, feel free to
contact us at 581-2812 or mmeinheir@yahoo.com.

FIND AMISTAKE?
Let us know if you find a factual
error in The News so we can provide
the correct information to other readers. Contact the editor at 581-7936 or
mmeinheir@yahoo.com.
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Network
upgrades
complete
BY JUUA BOURQUE
CAMPUS EDITOR

lnfonnacion Technology Service's netwolk upgrade is complete and students can expect a faster, more reliable networl<..
The $6 million project provides wider bandwidths, which
will make data transmission faster.
All buildings on campus are connected to the new network,
and some are equipped with wireless internet access points.
"Everyone said the network
upgrade would be impossible to
get done in one year; it was complete in II months," Chat
Chatterji, assistant vice president
of ITS, said.
"The Union, Buzzard, Old
Main, Physical Science, Booth
Library, McAfee Gymnasium
and Lumpkin all have wireless
access points," he said. "By the
end of September, we'll have
over I 00 hot spots on campus,
and our goal is to put another
200 on campus by the middle of
CHAT CHATTERJI1
next semester."
ASSISTANT VICE
For installation of the remainPRESIDENT OF ITS
ing wireless access points,

"Everyone said
the network
upgrade would
be impossible
to get done in
one year; it was
complete in 11
months."

DALY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY JOSH REELEY

Comedian Lav Luv entertains students at the lth Street Underground in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Friday night.

University Food Court goes Greek
BY MATT WILLIAMS
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

There is an added flavor to the Marcin
Luther King Jr. University Union Food
Court.
In an attempt to cater to students from
upstate, the Greek Odyssey Cafe has
replaced the Panther Grille in the Food

Susan Napolitan, Food Court clerk, said
students should be happy with the change.
"We have the Greek Odyssey because we
thought the majority of the students wanted a change," Napolitan said. "(Samplers)
came in and we had a taste testing and
everyone seemed to enjoy it."
The Greek Odyssey, owned by Kronos
Products, is a chain designed for college and

,~~~~~
university food courts.
Court, offering an
~
Though the Panther
assortment of Greek cuisine. The grand opening
Grille sign is expected to be
for the new chain is at
replaced ~y th~ Greek
11 a.m. Monday.
fc::;;>. ~·X" , 1 "~~ ;: h 9 il•' .fu ;<1\ Odyssey stgn thts week,
Sandy Black, assistant
ru Napolitan said there will still
director of the Food Court, said after having be a home-cooked meal offered each day.
good responses from food sampling and
The Odyssey will join Subway, Chickwanting to bring a better variety for stu- Fil-A and Connie's Pizza as the main vendents, the Food Court directors went with dors in the Food Court.
the Greek Odyssey Cafe.
Hours for the Greek Odyssey are from
BlacksaidwithmanyofEastern'scampus II a.m. to 7:30p.m. Monday through
coming from Chicago and Chicago sub- Friday. Food Court hours are 7:30a.m. to
urbs, a Greek restaurant would be a good II p.m. Monday through Friday.
way of giving them a little something from Saturday and Sunday hours are II a.m. to
II p.m.
home.

ODYSSEYCAFE

Greek Odyssey Menu
Traditional Gyros Sandwich
Chicken Gyros Sandwich
Chicken Souvlaki Kabob Sandwich
Spanokopita Platter
Pita Ch ips and Hummus
Baklava
Wrap Sandwiches
Roasted Vegetable Wrap
Chicken Caesar Wrap
Spicy Gyros Wrap
Salads
Traditional Greek Salad
Sizzli ng Greek Salad Gyros
Sizzli ng Greek Salad Souvlaki Kabob

Say What?
Gyro Pronounc iation: 'yE "rO

We Want
You ...

emphasis will be placed on classrooms, lounges and study areas fOr students, Chatterji said.
Students, both new and returning, are pleased with the networlGs speed.
"(The networl<) seems faster," said Amy Fischer, a senior el~
mentary education major. '1 was here in the summer, and I
know the network usually slows down when all the sntdents
come back, but it hasn't, which is definitely a plus."
As part of the network upgrade, ITS has also set up the EIU
Network Watchdog.
Watchdog is configured to automatically disconnect netwolk ports that are transmitting virus signatures, Chatterji
said.
"When we see ports that are transmitting viniS signatures,
Watchdog will automatically turn those PCs off," Chatterji
said. '1f (the PCs) do shut off, the user will have specific directions to go and get a free copy of Norton to clean up their
computer."
Afrer disinfection, the network will allow students back on
afrer I 0 minutes, but, ifthe PC remains infected, students will
be disconnected again.
"I think the Watchdog program is a really good idea,"
Lauren Kerber, a freshman speech communication major,
said. '1t's good that they are trying to prottect everyone:S computers from vimses early on."
Fall semester serves as a "nming" time for the netwolk and
all its configurations, Chatterji said.
"Hopefully everything will be executed as planned, and the
Watchdog program will happen automatically," Chatterji said.
"But again, ~re experimenting."

Donna Homann ... Owner
3221 Dewitt Avenue
Mattoon, IL 61938
Phone: 217-235-3603 or217-235-00II
Fax: 217-llS-0036
E-mail: dchomann@yahoo.com
Website: http://www.bbonline.com/illfrannys/

Sunday, August 29tlt at 5:30pm
ocated on Ninth Street across from the Tarble Arts Center

to advertise in
the Den!
581-2816

Sign up for Culligan Bottled
Water Service now and get
10 FREE gallons, plus a
cooler for one month, FREE.
9 14 18th St.
Cha rleston, IL

~-
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Kellen
Roggenbuck
(right), a junior
music education
major, fends off
an attack by
Ryan Minard, a
junior art major,
on the joust at
Quakin' the Quad
Saturday in the
South Quad.

ll'IILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY PSI-I REELEY

Jeff Beal (left), a junior English major,
Kristin Wargo, a junior speech communication major and Megan Stepp, a junior speech communication major react,
as they believe they are riding a roller
coaster. They were all participants in
Frederick Winters' show Sunday afternoon at the Grand Ballroom.
DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS

QuAKIN' IN THEIR BooTs
Megan Stepp, a
junior speech
communication
major, puts her
ear to the shoe
of another participant because
she thinks his
shoe is a telephone and she is
talking to her
mother.

Erin Estrada, a freshman undecided major,
slides down the final
stretch of the inflatable
obstacle course at
Quakin' the Quad
Saturday in the South
Quad.

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHaro BY JOSH REELEY

ll'IILY EASTERN NEWS PHaro BY STEPHEN HAAS

BEHOLD!

CHARLESTON COMMUNITY
CHURCH

UNIVERSITY BOARD

Welcome Students!!
Sunday worship 9:00AM
ednesday Christian Education 6:30 P
Wednesday Worship 7:30 PM
Pastor- Bill Hall
FREE r1de to church

217-345-4910
Non Denominational
2360 Shawnee Dr.-Charleston
Off At. 16 Across from Wai-Mart

~=;;~;

EVENTS!

should atterid ·ern·-·.·.·.·.-.-.·.-.- . . _.

~~f~::~~~~~~:=~::~~~:
~~-;;~::.~&MJ¥l~D-AY-···AU~--P-.-.· :-__:-~-":;:u-~

McAf~ North Gym
. . · · --.-.·.-.-.·.·.-.-.·.-.·.· . . . .
·.·.·.·.·.-.-~·-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ·. · ~~?ltlon schedule a&rtteta~~s will be
.. . . .

~·~:;;;;.2i=:..:~~-. -·-anrrounceQ._-¥ -~~~~Qjj.'!f--i~

FOR MORE. INFO -CAt.:i:""S"S·t-:.6"62.8.·.· . . . .

...

-~~-~~- - ~~.,...-.;-~'----.., -lf:'l:::t~S1111.:1'~:,.;~-:.:----.·--.---.-.·-· -- - -

W6LCOM6 STVlDSNTS
FIRST NEIGHBOR BANK,

~t~

N.A.

1415 18th Street P.O. Box 500
Charleston, IL 61920-0500
Ph (217)345-4060 Fax (217)345-4087
Toledo-Casey-Charleston-Greenup-Neoga-Newman
Website

ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS TODAY!

581-2816

G:r
fQUA.I.IIOUSII'

LENDER

www.firstneighbor.com

FDIG

~~Moo~
SF.P'TF.MRITR 8@ 12 TO 4PM

SotJTH QUAD
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REQUESTS TO WITHHOLD INFORMATION
Students may make a request to have personal directory information withheld. Forms may
be
picked up from the Records Office, Old Main 1220. Requests must be filled out and signed
no later than September 12, 2003.
PUBLIC NOTICE
Categories of Information which Eastern Illinois University Has Designated as Directory
Information:
Under the Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, Eastern Illinois University is required
to give public notice of the categories of student information which it has designated as
directory information. Those categories are published below.
To request that any or all of the directory information concerning him/her should not be
released without prior approval, a student should appear in person prior to 4:30 p m. on
Friday, September 12, 2003, at the Records Office, 1220 Old Main, and make the request
in writing on forms provided by the University. Student identification is required at the
time of the request
GENERAL DIRECTORY INFORMATION
Name, Home Address, Home Telephone Number, Local Address, Local Telephone Number,
Dates of Attendance, Degree(s) earned, Major(s), Photographs for internal university use
including the University Police Department.
Students who obtain a personal electronic mail account through the University should be
aware that their name, student status, and e-mail "address" cannot be withheld from internet
access.
PRIVACY ACT RIGHTS
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) affords
students certain rights with respect to their education
records. They are:
(1) The right to inspect and review the student's education records within 45 days of the day the University
received a request for access.
Students should submit to the registrar, dean, head of
the academic department or other appropriate official,
written requests that identify the record(s) they wish to
inspect.
The University official will make arrangements for
access and notify the student of the time and place where the
records may be inspected.
If the records are not maintained
by the University official to whom the request was submitted,
that official shall advise the student of the correct official
to whom the request should be addressed.
(2) The right to request the amendment of the student's
education records that the student believes are inaccurate or
misleading.
Students may ask the University to amend a record that
they believe is inaccurate or misleading.
They should write
the University official responsible for the record, clearly
identify the part of the record they want
changed, and specify why it is inaccurate or misleading.
(Grade appeals are administered under separate University
policy.)
If the University decides not to amend the record as
requested by the student, the University will notify the
student of the decision and advise the student of his or her
right to a hearing regarding the requests for amendment.
Additional information regarding the hearing procedures will
be provided to the student when notified of the right to a
hearing.
(3) The right to consent to disclosures of personally
identifiable information contained in the student's education
records, except to the extent that FERPA authorizes disclosure
without consent.
One exception which permits disclosure without consent
is disclosure to school officials with legitimate educational
interest.
A school official is a person employed by the
University in an administrative, supervisory, academic or
research, or support staff position (including law enforcement
unit personnel and health staff); a person or company with whom
the University has contracted (such as an attorney, auditor,
National Student Loan Clearinghouse, Credentials, Inc. or
collection agent); a person serving on the Board of Trustees;
or a student serving on an official committee, such as a
disciplinary or grievance committee, or assisting another
school official in performing his or her tasks.
A school official has a legitimate educational interest
if the official needs to review an education record in order
to fulfill his or her professional responsibility.
Upon request, the University discloses education records
without consent to officials of another school in which a student seeks or intends to enroll.
(4) The right to file a
complaint with the U.S. Department of Education
concerning alleged failures by Eastern Illinois University to
comply with the requirement of FERPA. The name and address of
the Office that administers FERPA
is:
Family Policy Compliance Office
U. S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20202-4605
Copies of the Eastern Illinois University policy on the
Privacy Rights of Eastern Illinois University students are
available in the Records Office, 1220 Old Main.
The following is a list of student records maintained by the
University,
including the location and custodian of each:
ACADEMIC, including permanent record, grade changes, and
removal of incomplete forms, high school transcripts, transcripts and evaluations from other post-secondary educational
institutions, academic waivers,
letters of academic
dismissal, and letters of reinstatement.
---Acting Registrar
1220 Old Main
ADVISEMENT, including grade reports and test scores for
students assigned to Academic Advising.
---Academic Advising (only students assigned to Academic
Advising)

MONDAY, AUGUST 23, 2004

Director, Academic Advising
2100 Ninth Street Hall
Individual Advisors
ALUMNI, including information submitted with application
for graduation.
---Director, Alumni Services
Brainerd House
ATTENDANCE RECORDS AND ABSENCE REPORTS
---Individual instructors and department heads
CAMPS AND CONFERENCES
---Director, Housing
University Union
CAREER SERVICES, including credentials, student teaching
evaluations, employer references, and College and
Universityrecommendations.
---Director, Career Planning and Placement Center
3055 Student Services Buildin
CONTINUING EDUCATION, including registration materials for
short courses,
workshops, non-credit courses, academic conferences, and
off-campus
courses.
---Dean, School of Adult and Continuing Education
2160 Blair Hall
DISCIPLINARY AND BEHAVIORAL RECORDS
---Director, Judicial Affairs
University Union
EVALUATIVE ITEMS AND REPORTS RELATING TO STUDENT'S
PROGRESS TOWARD GRADUATION
OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE DEAN
---College of Sciences
2116 Old Main
---Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences
4800 Lumpkin Hall
---College of Education and Professional Studies
1420 Buzzard Hall
---College of Arts and Humanities
1544 Fourth Street – Linder House
---Graduate School
1113 Blair Hall
OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE DIRECTOR OR COORDINATOR
---Director, Board of Trustees BA Degree
2114 Blair Hall
FINANCIAL AID, including loans, financial aid, scholarships and health
insurance.
---Director, Financial Aid
East Wing, Student Services Building
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
---International Student Advisor
1113 Blair Hall
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY MEMBERSHIP
---Assistant Director, Student Life/Greek Affairs
316 University Union
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
---Dean, Graduate School
1117 Blair Hall
GRANTS-IN-AID OFFICER
---Grants-In-Aid Officer
4119 Student Services Building
PETITIONS FOR REINSTATEMENT
---Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs
1221 Old Main
REGISTRATION, including schedules, schedule changes and
withdrawal forms.
---Acting Registrar – 1220 Old Main
Registration Office – McAfee Gymnasium – Lower Level
SCHOLARSHIP DATA (EIU Foundation)
---Executive Officer, EIU Foundation
Neal Welcome Center
STUDENT HOUSING, including application material, billing,
and assignment
information.
---Director, Housing
University Union
VETERANS, including Veterans Administration educational
records and educational items relating to use of benefits.
---Director, Financial Aid
Student Services Building

Sue Harvey, Acting Registrar
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4th Street Records moving on up with addition
BY JESSICA YOUNGS
CITY EDITOR

Ever popular with hip students,
Positively Fourth Street Records in
University Village has more than doubled its retail space just in time for the
How of new and returning students
looking to spruce up their dorm rooms
with rock and roll posters or pick out a
cool new outfit for the first day of
school.
After a brief move next door, the

store, located at 401 uncoln Ave.,
opened irs doors to students at noon on
Thursday after a rushed setup process.
Starring June 15, construction started on a massive renovation project for
the 13-year-old business. The 1,500
square feet of apartments on the second
floor of the business were gutted and
remodeled and a 900-square foot addition was added to the side toward
Fourth Street.
Charleston native and owner Kirby
Johnson said he is most excited about

the way the building looks from the
outside, saying he hopes having an
attractive building just off the edge of
campus will add to the overall attractiveness of Charleston.
Simply remodeling the outside of the
4,800-square foot brick building was
not the only feature of the renovations.
Billabong, Split, Tyler and Penguin
clothing lines for men and women, a
2,000 image poster collection, and
movie and DVD rentals have all been
added to the store's new retail selection.

"(The store's new look) is really nice,"
freshman undeclared major Oliver
Scott said. Because Scott grew up in
Charleston, he has been coming to
Fourth Street for years and is excited
about the expanded musical DVD collections, although a copy of the 2004
Bonnaroo Music Festival that he was
searching for was not yet in stock.
In addition to more music DVDs,
Johnson said he has been able to add
new and old releases of favorite VHS
and DVD selections, which can be

checked out for $1.98 for one or by
purchasing a $19.80 rental card for 20
rentals . Still in storage are 1,000 more
cities that he hopes to have on the
shelves by Wednesday.
The final fixtures and inventory to
complete the new renovations are
expected to be done within two weeks,
Johnson said.
Also part of University Village, Boxa
Grinder, Pizza, Wings & More also finished an expansion project last week for
seaong.

Groups needed Cooley said workers not at fault for Blair fire
for revamped
RSO recruitment
BY MICHAEL SCHROEDER

CITY REPORTER

BY DAVID THILL
ACTIVmES EDITOR

Eastern students old and new alike will be given an
opportunity to learn about Recognized Student
Organizations when Pantherpalooza takes over the South
Quad Wednesday, September 8.
Research indicates if students are involved they feel more
connected to the universit)s event coordinator Nancy Crone
said.
"Students are generally more happy when they feel connected,"Crone said.
The purpose of Pantherpalooza is to inform people of
RSOs or possible groups people might be interested in starting.
"You don't have to have RSO status to go," Crone said.
"People can go to try to start an RSO. They can come and
set up a table and see who is interested."
At the event, every group participating will be provided
with a four foot table and two chairs, a press release said.
This is the first year for the event, but Eastern held an
RSO Fair last year similar to Pantherpalooza, Crone said.
The event, however, has been suffering from a lack of
involvement from organizations on campus, she said.
"There are 150 RSOs registered on campus and not even
half of them have registered (for the fair)," she said.
Being involved with an organization is very important,
Crone said. Commuting students have a higher drop out
rate than students who live on campus. Being involved with
an organization helps give those students a sense of belonging, she said.
"The event will feature fraternities, sororities, support
groups and some offices from the university, but we need
more groups to sign up."
Groups interested in signing up for the event can contact
the Enrollment Managementffransfer Relations Office or
e-mail Nancy Crone at cgnjc2@eiu.edu or call581-2120.

While it may appear to returning students
that little change has been made to Blair H all
since they left school three months ago,
Eastern's president Lou H encken said there
has been a lot of progress made this summer.
"I have been very pleased with the speed
with which everything has been completed,"
he said.
After the summer's progress, the university
has set January 2006 as the goal for their
return to Blair H all, Jeff Cooley, vice president of business affairs, said.
H encken said that the summer has seen
mainly planning in the interior design and
the search for the right company to execute
that plan. H e said the process may take a lit-

ADJUSTMENTS:
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 1

to see what they have for the beginning of
the semester. Gary Foster, the Sociology
department chair, said he received about half
of what he had sent to Servpro, of which 25 to
50 percent is in really good shape.
H e said other professors had received
between 50 percent and 75 percent of their
materials.
Overall, the department was pleased with
what they received and are hoping for more,
Foster said. H owever, they would like to
have more time to prepare for class now that
they have their materials.
Wohlstein said he is comfortable going
into the beginning of the semester especially
since he taught two classes this summer, one
of which he had to "entirely recreate."
Another sociology professor, Janet

NOBLE FLOWER SHOP & GIFfS
M
;><:

Still Carrying Gl!!IC Merchandise!!

sell

kj DUY

de longer because Eastern is very concerned
with maintaining the look of Blair H all.
Eastern's Board of Trustees reached an
agreement with Racio/SRA Architects of
Champaign to repair the interior of Blair. The
board will take bids on the roof at the next
board meeting on September 10, Cooley said.
Roof construction will begin shortly after, followed by the repairs on the interior.
Hencken said the university would also
like to expand slightly on Blair H all. On the
west side of Blair H all, the quad side, there is
a part of the building that sticks out, looking
like an add-on to the first floor.
Hencken said the university did some
research and found out it was an addition
built in the early 1950s. Money permitting,
the reconstruction will include expanding
this to the third floor, which would add sev-

era! classrooms to Blair H all.
This is dependent on the finances, which
Cooley said are still in the air. H e has been
negotiating with the insurance companies,
who he said have been very cooperative.
The cause of the April 28 fire has been
determined to be accidental, Cooley said.
There were workers in the area who used a
gun to heat paint for removal from walls. The
heat from the gun combusted some material,
such as a bird's nest, in between the walls of
Blair H all, Cooley said.
H e said the workers followed the proper
procedure for working with heat. They were
instructed to monitor any area that heat was
used to make sure there were no fires.
Unfortunately, in this case the fire was located inside the wall and was not detected until
it was too late, he said.

Cosbey, said she is rather optimistic and
very anxious to start the year, more so than
in years past. She does have some concerns
with interaction with students due to her
classes being scattered around campus.
'Tm concerned with not seeing my students," she said. "They say they will come
and see us, but it's not the same."
Cosbey and the other professors feel the
university has handled the restoration effort
and relocating the staff from Blair very well.
The old Clinical Services building is only
a "temporary temporary location" Jeff
Cooley, vice president of business affairs,
said. The Clinical Services building is set to
be
torn
down
make
for

Center, meaning during semester break in
December the University will have to relocate the Blair inhabitants to a "permanent
temporary'' location, Cooley said. For now,
though, Clinical Services is working.
"We're glad to be staying where we are,"
Cosbey said. "Wtsh we could be here longer.
There is a fear of moving off-campus."
The office of continuing education,
which was on the first floor of the Clinical
Services building, has already been moved
off-campus Cooley said.
Bob Augustine, Dean of the Graduate
School and Research said he, too, is happy
with the administration's handling of the dif-
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

Cocktail waitress needed. Must

bedroom apartment close to

www.jw iII i amsrenta ls.com

4 6 Bedroom house 1 block off

OPENING AUGUST 1 BR LUX

AVOID RENT. Finish the recon

be 21. At The Place in Ashmore.

campus. Newer building. Good

CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR

campus on 7th St. Also, I house

URY APT. 905 A. Street. 1 BR

struction of this Charleston Home.

Call for interview 349 8613.

parking $375.00 includes some

NEXT APARTMENT.

Leasing

with 4 apartments. One 2 bed

with stove, refrig with icemaker,

Call Coles Realty at 345 2386.

utilities. Call jan@ 345 8350.

now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good

room and 3 studio apartments.

dishwasher, microwave, NC,

locations, nice apartments, off

Will rent individually or as a 5

WID in each apt. $475 mo 1

8127
Charleston Dairy Queen now

9/15

taking applications for part time

2 bedroom available August.

street parking, trash paid. No

bedroom. Furnished or unfur

person. Limited garages avail.

lunch hours and night shift posi

Great location. 2007 11 th street.

pets. 345 7286.

nished. Call 728 8709 or page

$75 mo. 348 7746

tions. Apply at 20 State Street.

345 6100

00

1 800 412 13 10

00

00

House close to campus for 3 to

00

APARTMENTS.

8127

8127

LOST & FOUND
Lost:

Brown Leather Wallet

2 BR furnished apartment. 201

between the Union and 7th

MODELS NEEDED: Male or

SEI TSINGER

4 students. Two bathrooms,

Newly remodeled two bedroom

Buchanan

#A

Street. Please ca ll 217 638 5492

Female models for life drawing

1611 9TH STREET. One block

washer/dryer, low uti I ities. 3 48

apartments comp lexly furnished,

$450/month for 2 people at

717

classes for Fall 2004 semester. To

east of Old Main 1 BR apartment

06 14.

parking, laundry; FREE DSL Fast

$225 per person. Includes cen

apply; come to the Art Office,

completely furnished. Heat and

internet, $490. 913 and 917 4th

tra l

300 Lawson Hall.

garbage furnished. 2004

St. 235 0405 or 31 7 3085.

washer/dryer.

9/3
Farm Help needed full time
and/or part time.

2005

school year. 9 month lease. Call

Furnished and trash paid. Close

345 7136.

to campus. 345 5088

Experience

Call 345 5088

Female roommate needed 1

Avai lable in May 1 BR with

remodeled available 2 blocks

included.

Spacious 2 BR apartment. 815
jackson Avenue Apartment #2.

from campus.

gas, water and trash. Call Dave

2004, good loc., excellent con

ments . 345 1266

$450/month for one person or

month. Call Nikki at 549 3566.

at 348 1543.

dition, 10 & 12 mo leases.

00

$275/month each for 2 people.

9/1

Parking & trash pickup included.

4 bedroom house, 2 bath, WID,

Includes centra l air, stove, fridge.

El U Student looking to share off

LY!!! HOURS IN THE EARLY

1 & 2 BR apts. Large, furnished

No

MORNINGS...

available for summer & or next

www.jwi lliamsrentals.com

pets,

345 7286.

trash

basement bedroom comp letely

$3 70/mo. Buchanan St. apart

00

and

00

00

HELP WAN TED IMMEDIATE

water

ROOMMATES

fridge,

Trash included.

1 & 2 BEDROOM apts for Fall

Start immediately.

START

stove,

00
Apt. on square.

SAM

00

air,

$299 includes

necessary. Call 217 345 2999.
9/3

00
2 bedroom apt available jan 1st!

Avenue

$200.00 per

low utilities, close to campus.

Water and trash paid. Call 345

campus housing. Own bedroom.

888 637 2373

5088.

Call Martha at 21 7 857 3839.

POSI TION

school year. Cats OK! Ideal for

00

00

00

9/3

AVAILABLE FOR THE DAILY

3 BEDROOM HSE for Fall 2004,

Tired of apartment living? Riley

Now leasing affordable housing

Limited semester leases avai I
able. Call Lindsey 348.1479

TIME.

DELIVERY

EASTERN NEWS. GREAT PAY!

coup les. 741 5 6th street. Call
581 7729 (w) or 345 6127 (H).

COME INTO ROOM 1802 BUZ

00

ZARD HALL TO FILL OUT AN

4 6 students needed in August

APPLICATION. CALL 581 2812

for nice, clean, cute house at

FOR ANY ADDITIONAL IN FOR

2019 1 lth St. 345 6100.

MATION

OR

QUES TIONS.

START WORK IMMEDIATELY!!!

00
REDUCED RATES. 2/3 BDRM

large rooms, wid, NC, no pets,

Creek Properties has clean three

for Fall 2004. 1, 2, & 3 BR apts.,

parking & trash pickup incl 345

bedroom homes, close to campus

two 3 BR houses still available.

00

7286. www.jwilliamsrentals

and shopping, available for 2004

Located within 3 blocks or less

Roommates for 3 BR furnished

2005 school year. Water and

from campus. Call 345 0006.

apartments. $290 per person.

00
1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to

trash service included. Pets con

campus. 4 locations to choose

sidered with additional deposit.

from. Call 345 6533

Call for terms and availability.

APTS. FALUSPRING 04/05, 10
MONTH LEASE. GREAT LOCA

FOR RENT
2 BR apartment nice location.
$400

Call

348 8882.

00

FOR SALE

549 3741. Leave message.

STUDENTS.

BUZZARD

00

1509 S. 2nd. Call 346 3583

PERSONALS

Beautifu l log home on five

TION,OFF STREET PARKING.

Lincolnwood Pinetree has large

2 BR APT with garage, stove,

wooded acres. Down payment

ATIENTION ALL GRADUATING

SECURITY

2 BR apts. available @ 2020

refrig, microwave, dishwasher,

required.

SENIORS! If you are interested in

1Oth. Call 345.6000 to see!

ale. Water/trash pd. $250 month

206 683 1359

x 2 people. $435 mo 1 person.

0998.

REQUIRED.

NO

PETS. 348 8305 OR 549 9092.

$425 per month. CIPS.

Coin operated laundry.

00

00

00

00

BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3

ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.

BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR

2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low

Owner wi ll finance.
or

80 1 358

955 4th Street. 348 7746

the

Student

repair and redecorate this 3 bed

Buzzard Hall, and for only $4 we

room Paris home. Only 28 miles

will mail you a copy in the Fall

FALL 04 05. PLENTY OF OFF

utilities. New carpet and new

2

furniture.

microwave, NC. Trash pd, $230

apt. on Square. Water/Trash

TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 345

2004 and Fall 2003 semesters.

mo x 2 people. $395 mo 1 per

from EIU. Call Coles Rea lty at

when they are published.

paid. Lease. 345 4336.

1266

Call 346 3583

son. 2001 S. 12th. 348 7746

345 2386.

581 2812 for more information.

EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD FORM
Address:
Phone:

00

Student: 0 Yes 0 No

Under classification of:
Expiration code (office use only):
Person accepting ad:
Compositor:
No. words I days:
Amount due: $
Payment: Check No.

ACROSS
1 Food lover's
sense

27 "What so
we hailed-:-:-:"

DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY

NO EXCEPTIONS

The News will edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

No. 0712

44 Smashed and
grabbed
45 Adds up (to)
47 "---.- keepers

40 Free-for-all

61 "Later!"

41 "I do" sayer

62 Coral ridges
63 Shindig

42 "Tom -~· {#1
Kingston Trio
hit)

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents
per word each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.

Edited by Will Shortz

00

31 Parking lot post- 48 Boxing matches
ing
49 Skin soother
32 Dahl who wrote
14 Pays to play
"Charlie and the 50 Sphere
poker
Chocolate
51 "Pronto!"
15 Talk show group
Factory"
58 Gibson who
16 Early afternoon 33 Subject of "worwas People
hour
ship"
magazine's first
Sexiest Man
36 Sound in a cave
17 •pronto!"
Alive
19 Tribe related to 37 Pocketbook
59 Hair-raising
the Hopi
38 Ditty
so Dickens's
20 Historic times
Heep
39 ltsy-bitsy

23 Rev. William
who originated
the phrase "a
blushing crow'

AD TO READ:

8127

Call

11 ·open __ 9"
(shop sign)

21 Use a hose on,
as a garden

Dates to run:

00

l&tNtur lork
lbnel
Crossword
29 Singer Don of
the Eagles
6 Home for alligators
30 Opt for

Name:

refrig,

to

STREET PARKING, WATER AND

00

stove,

come

Publications office, room 1802

8127

915

APT

Use your building ta lents to

up,

For Rent 2 BR Partially furnished

Leasing for Spring

BR

and are not sure how to pick it
8127

00

a yearbook of your senior year,

SEE THE ANSWERS
TOTODAV'S
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
TOMORROW
IN THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS

DOWN
1 Bar bill
2 At
rate
Mudhole
3

11 "Pronto!"

28 Part in a play

12 Computer chip
company

30 Actor Feldman

13 Suspicious
18 Card below a
4 Golf ball support
four

5 Ancient Jewish
sect
6 Javelin
7The 'W"in
V.F.W.

22 "The Sound of
Music" setting:
Abbr.
23 Nagging sort

8 Plus

24 Result of a
treaty

9"0h,give_
home .. :

25 "Pronto!"

26 Skillet lubricant
1o Layered building
material
27 Moon stage

32 Contest specifi·
cations
34 Below
35 Requires

45 Mushroom
cloud maker
46 Amsterdam of
"The Dick Van
Dyke Show'
47 Goes by jet
49 "__ I care!"

37 Hit with snowballs, say

52 Part of a giggle

38 Walked on

53 Bad temper

40 Loch Ness
54
Ia Ia
dweller, they say
55 Atmosphere
41 Studies hard
56 Turner who led
43 Ump's call
a revolt
44 Animal with a
57"
will be
cub
done"
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Man arrested after
writing "suicide bomb"
CHICAGO (AP) - A Japanese man flying to
Ohio on business was arrested Sunday at O'Hare
International Airport after he wrote the words "suicide bomb" on a piece of paper, police said.
The 60-year-old man, however, was released
without being charged after he explained to investigators that he came across the words in a newspaper
and wanted to look up their meaning, police spokeswoman Alice Casanova said.
"He teaches himself English by reading newspapers," she said. '1t was all just a miscommunication."
United Airlines flight 1184 was en route to
Dayton, Ohio, when a passenger spotted the words
and alerted a flight attendant, Casanova said.
The plane then returned to a terminal at O'Hare
where the man was taken into custody and all of the
flight's 120 passengers were deplaned and
rescteened.

MEMBERS:

MOVING:

CoNnNUED FROM PACE 1

CoNnNUED FROM AACE 1

Before Kratochvil begins making important decisions
for the university, he wanrs to check out all the new things
on campus since he left.
"The first interest I have is a tour of Eastern so I can
understand what is going on around campus," Kratochvil
said.
Kratochvil graduated from Eastern in 1960 and therefore has been away from Eastern for 44 years. He was on
the baseball team while he was a student at Eastern and was
inducted into Eastern's Hall of Fame in 1998.
"I want to meet the needs ofstudents and accentuate the
positives of the university," Kratochvil said.
Secretary of the Board Roger Dettro will be happy to
have a full board for the September meeting.
"We have been deficient board members for some time
and are very pleased to have these new members come on
and complement the board," Dettro said.
The Board ofTrustees will meet at 1 p.m. Sept. 10 in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

With a little help from her ftiends
and her roommate, though,
Greenwald said she is adjusting well.

"I wasn't really nervous
about anythilg. I'm

Other students had no problem letting go and were excited to leave
home and jump into college life.

excited to meet new
people and go to parties."

Terrorists eye
financial institutions

Newly hired UI coach
killed in accident

WASH INGTON (AP) Federal
authorities warned of potential al-Qaida
bombing attacks on prominent financial
institutions in New York, Washington and
Newark, N.J., prompting increased security
and concern from the unusually detailed
information unearthed on the plot.

CHAMPAIGN (AP) A newly hired
University of Illinois assistant football coach was
killed in an auto accident, authorities said Sunday.
Yeronimo Ciriaco was killed when the SUV he
was driving collided with a tractor-trailer in
Champaign Saturday morning, the Champaign
County coroner's office said.
Ciriaco, who worked previously for the
Indianapolis Colts, had been recently hired as an assistant strength coach at UI, Deputy Coroner Duane
Northrup said. A phone message left with the university was not immediately returned Stmday afternoon.
Authorities said Ciriaco was driving alone in his
Jeep Cherokee Saturday morning when the SUV
struck the back of a tractor-trailer as the two vehicles
entered an intersection.
The SUV rolled several times after the collision. It
then struck a utility pole before coming to rest on its
roof, Police Lt. Holly Nearing said.Ciriaco was pronounced dead at Carle Foundation Hospital in
Urbana. There is no indication that alcohol was factor, Northrup said. H owever, witnesses told investigators that Ciriaco appeared to be traveling at a high
rate ofspeed. Three other people were injured in the
accident, none seriously.
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A cache of recently obtained information
- including photos, drawings and written
docwnents - indicates that al-Qaida operatives have undertaken a meticulous preparations to case five specific buildings: The
Gtigroup Center building and the New York
Stock Exchange in New York, the
International Monetary Ftmd and World
Bartk buildings in Washington and Prudential
Financial Inc.'s headquarters in Newarl<.
Ridge raised the terror threat level for
financial institutions in the three cities to
orange, or high alert, the seoond highest
level on the government's ftve-point spectrum. Elsewhere, he said, the alert would
remain at yellow, or elevated.
The fresh intelligence did not give crucial
details about when, where or how terrorists

Javier Curiel, a freshman from East
Peoria, said he moved in Friday and
was at a party Friday night.
"I wasn't really nervous about
anything," Curiel said. ''I'm excited
to meet new people and go to parties."
Along with saying goodbye to
family, many freshmen had to move
into their dorms with complete
strangers.
Some were nervous.
"I was really nervous about meet-

NATIONAL
BRIEFS
may strike, Ridge said, but government
analysis indicates terrorists may prefer to use
car or truck bombs or other means to physically destroy targets.

Police look to la ndfill
for missing woman
SALT lAKE CITY (AP) - The investigation into a woman's disappearance took a
grim turn as authorities redirected their
attention to a landfill and her relatives asked
volunteers to stop looking for her in
response to new information ftom the
woman's husband.
Detectives said Sunday that Mark
Hacking, who is in a psychiatric ward,
directed a relative to give police the information about Lori Hacking's disappearance. Authorities would only say that the
relative provided "additional substantive
new information," said Detective Dwayne
Baird.
Police initially said they were surprised

JAVIER C URIEL, fRESHMAN

ing my roommate," Morgan Miller,
a freshman from Sullivan, said.
"Once we got to know each other,
though, we realized we are a lot alike
and get along really well."
Some were relieved.
"I was really happy after I met my
roommate," Curiel said. "I was really nervous I would end up with
some freak or something."

when the families of Mark and Lori
Hacking released a statement Saturday
asking that volunteers stop searching for
27-year-old Lori H acking based on new
detail from her husband. The statement
did not say what Mark Hacking had told
them.
After speaking to the relative, Baird said
police would renew a search at the municipal landfill, where a quadrant was cordoned
off two days after Mark Hacking reported
his wife missing July 19. Three border collies, a German shepherd and Labrador
retriever searched the area without luck.
This time around, cadaver dogs will not
be available until Friday, when the all-night
searching can begin, Baird said.
Investigators focused on Mark H acking,
28, after learning he was at a store buying a
new mattress just before reporting his wife
missing. Authorities were later seen removing a box spring from the couple's apartment. Investigators have refused to confirm
reports that they found a mattress in a nearby trash bin.
Hacking has not been charged and is not
in police custody at the hospital, where he
remains under his family's care.

CLASSIFIEDS
SUBLESSORS

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER

SUBLESSORS

Female sublessor needed fro 1br

Wanted: Sublessor starting Aug.

of a brand new 3 br apartment.

1, 2004 for fall & spring. 1 bed

Fully furnished. Call Ashley at

room apartment $325. Call 345

630 742 7042 or 630 553 93 12

2616

7112

;

~

f.,·;~ .f 1/1

\r; .

08/04

the

following

Unique

Properties locations:

1305 4th

ANNOUNCEMENTS

St, 1515 9th St., 1801 9th St.,

THE MIX MASTER THROW

2144 1lth St. Call Today! 345

DOWN COLLEGE CLUB TOUR

5022

IS SWEEPING THROUGH EIU.
712 1

Sublessors needed:

Unique

Homes apartment on 9th Street.
Brand

new

$360/month.

3

712 1
wanted!

Starting

August 1st or later if still avail
able. Chicago style loft on the
square.

TOUR.COM FOR DETAILS.
8/26

$275/month.

Water,

cable, gas/heat & trash included.
Contact Lindsey 21 7 82 1 4449
or Amy at 708 256 6605.

814

Need more

excitement

in your life?
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•
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~
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BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER

Please call 822

at 345 5022
Sublessor

..../

THIS THURSDAY AT STU'S.
CHECK OUT COLLEGECLUB

bedroom.

6853 or contact Unique Homes

'I/

;

Sublessors/roommates needed
for
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PART ONE:
MOST PEOPlE I?ON'T LIKE THE
II?EA Of A PRESil>ENT WHO
iS A REliGIOUS ZEAlOT
WHO'S AFRAitl Of SCiENCE!

MAKE OP A REASON
TO OPPOSE SnM <Ell
RESEAR<Il THAT fiAS NOTHING
TO 00 WITH ETHKS
OR RELIGION. SOMtTHING
THAT SCARES PEOPlE ...
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JUST lET DOFfA MAKE
SOMfTHING UP. ANYTHING.
THE MORE RltliWlOOS,
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ATHENS OLYMPICS

MciNERNEY:

Close finish in men's sprint
THE ASSO CIATED PRESS

ATHENS, Greece - Justin Gatlin ran the
race of his life, barely holding off the field to win
the IOO meters in 9.85 seconds.
Francis Obikwelu of Portugal got the silver in
9.86 and defending champion Maurice Greene
won bronze in 9.87. A third American, Shawn
Crawford, was fourth in 9.89.
Five runners broke the I 0-second mark, and
another - world champion Kim Collins - finished in exactly I 0 seconds.
It was the closest finish in an Olympic I 00 final
since the U.S.-boycotted I980 Moscow Games,
when Allan Wells of Britain held off Silvio
Leonard of Cuba as the two were timed in I 0.25.
Gail Devers, the most talented yet star-crossed
hurdler of her generation, failed once again in

SEIDLITZ:
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 12

occur, but most likely the position will be led
by the same person who solidified himself as
the scatter last year.
Andrew Harris is the incumbent who coaches predict will be returning to his spot of starting quarterback for the first game. Harris gives
the team a potential playmaker who can find a
way to impact the game with both his legs and
his arm.
This year, Matt Schabert transferred in from
Wisconsin and will provide the Panthers with
an experienced second option and also a varying style of play when compared to Harris.
Schabert is more of the traditional pocket
passer who does add a stabilizing presence to
the quarterback position considering he spent

MONDAY, AUGUST 23,
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the Olympics as she was struck by injury in preliminaries of the I 00-meter event.
Devers, 37, who has three world championships in the IOO, pulled up short and
screamed as she slid under the first hurdle. She
hurt her leg in practice a week ago but has
refused to discuss the injury in detail.
Mizuki Noguchi of Japan won the marathon
in 2:26:20, retracing the historic route from
Marathon to Athens. Catherine Ndereba of
Kenya won the silver and American Deena
Kastor got the bronze - the first U.S. medal in
the event since Joan Benoit's gold 20 years ago.
Fani Halkia of Greece thrilled the sold-out
Olympic Stadium crowd with an Olympic
record of 52.77 seconds in the 400-meter hurdles semifinals. The old record was 52.82, set by
Jamaica's Deon Hemmings at the I996 Atlanta

some time at a Big Ten school and played in
one of the more memorable games a season ago
when the Badgers beat Ohio State on their
home turf of Camp Randall.
But while Schabert does add some positive
things to this team, he also had to learn a new
offense that is quite a bit different from the one
Wisconsin ran.
Surrounding those positions on the field are
mostly returning players who should have benefited from another year under the same coaching staff that is led by head coach Bob Spoo,
offensive coordinator Jon Carr and defensive
coordinator Roc Bellantoni.
While the staff may have a few questions
about their team that need some attention,
there are certainly few, if any, teams who don't
have these kinds of questions at this point in
time.

CONriNUED FROM PACE 12

In an effort to see more of his family, which
consists of his wife Peggy and two sons Riley
and Colin who are I 0 and seven years old
respectively, on a more consistent basis "Coach
Mac" traded in the tide of coach for dad and
husband.
"For me (retiring from coaching) gives me
the chance to teach full time as well as finally
getting some more time at home," Mcinerney
said. "Really since I972 my life has focused
around running or coaching cross country, and
that has been a pretty crazy way to live."
However, over that time the former coach
has not regretted a moment of the time he has
spent coaching the players who have performed so well for him over his career at
Eastern.
Last year's finish by the men's team won
Mcinerney his sixth Ohio Valley Conference
championship. Mcinerney's team had spent
only two years in the OVC when the men did
not win the conference championship.
But now that I2 years of coaching have
come and gone at Eastern, Mcinerney had the
unfamiliar feeling of not spending a Saturday
at practice and in his Lantz Arena office
preparing for the upcoming season.
"Right now I would usually be thinking
about practice, or just coming back from one
in the morning," Mcinerney said. "I would be
thinking about the opening of the season and
how the team was, but I'm not complaining
about having a weekend to relax instead."
Over the course of a normal athletic season,
he usually would spend the entire year on the
road as the cross country coach and the assistant track coach. Because of that Mcinerney
never had much free time considering road
trips took him to track meets and recruiting
interviews.
But since Mcinerney announced his resignation and found the free time he was looking

"Really since 1972 my IHe has
focused around running or
coaching cross country, and
that has been a pretty crazy
way to live."
j OH N M ciNERNEY, FORMER COACH

for, Eastern looked to a familiar face to fill the
vacancy at the position.
Geoff Masanet was familiar both with
Eastern and Mcinerney throughout his career
as a runner and coach, giving Eastern a solid
choice for a coach who is passionate about the
school.
Masanet spent all four of his collegiate years
on the Charleston campus, and seemingly
never lost his passion for the university. While
he thought about coming back to Eastern during his time as a coach at Missouri-Kansas
City, he never thought it would become a reality with Mcinerney being the focal point of the
program.
"Coach Mac was my best friend; he was my
coach in high school and I never imagined the
cross country program without him," Masanet
said. '1 never did realistically dream about
coaching here, but now that it has happened I
am happy to be back in the place I always
seemed to feel was my home; I know it may be
weird, but to me Eastern is the center of the
.
"
untverse.
Masanet's five years at Missouri-Kansas City
also provided him with the experience he felt is
necessary to take on the position of cross country coach at Eastern.
During those five years, he was the MidContinent Conference's coach of the year every
year that he coached there.
He spent the last two years as an assistant
coach for cross country and track at Long
Beach State before coming to Eastern.

Because you have better
things to do with your
free time ...
Relax~

2004

try to have

some fun., & let us
do the cooking.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

PANTHER SPORTS

Red Sox blast past White Sox

Comings and goings

THE ASSO CIATED PRESS

GOING

double, putting runners at second and third with one out.
But Mike Timlin retired
pinch-hitters Ross Gload and
Timo Perez to end the threat.
Curtis Leskanic (2-5) got one
out for the win. Keith Foulke
pitched a perfect ninth for his
22nd save in 27 chances.
The White Sox lost for the
19th time in 27 games and fell
under .500 for the first time since
AprilS.
The Red Sox staked Derek
Lowe to a 4-0 lead that he oouldn't hold. Paul Konerko's three-run
homer in the fifth got Chicago
back in it, and Carlos Lee's tworun homer in the seventh put the
White Sox ahead 5-4.
But Ramirez hit Freddy
Garcia's first pitch of the eighth
for his 33rd homer, and third of
the series, giving him II RBis in
the three games.
Damaso Marte (4-5) relieved
and Ortiz - who entered in an

CHICAGO
Manny
Ramirez and David Ortiz homered on consecutive pitches to
start the eighth inning Sunday
night and the streaking Boston
Red Sox beat the Chicago White
Sox 6-5 for their sixth straight
Wln.

Boston, with 12 wins in its last
15 games, moved within 5 1/2
games of the New York Yankees
in the AL East, the first time the
Red Sox have been that close
since June 28. They also have a
one-game lead in the AL wildcard race.
The Red Sox swept the White
Sox for the first time since taking
three straight Sept. 26-28, 2000,
in Chicago.
In the bottom of the eighth,
Carl Everett walked and Ben
Davis followed with a routine fly
to left but Ramirez slipped and
fell, and the ball went by for a

0-for-15 slump - hit his first
pitch to right-center for a 6-5
lead. Ortiz's 31 homers match a
career high set last year.
Lowe lasted 6 2-3 innings, giving up seven hits and ftve runs.
Garcia went seven-plus, allowing
seven hits and five runs.
Johnny Damon and Orlando
Cabrera opened the game with
singles off Garcia and when
Ramirez grounded to short, second baseman Willie Harris took
the flip and his relay throw sailed
past first. Ramirez got the RBI
and moved to second on the
error.
Ortiz and Jason Varitek followed with RBI doubles to put
the Red Sox ahead 3-0.
Doug Mientkiewicz, who
made a nice stop at first after the
White Sox had two runners on in
the first, homered in the seoond
- his first with Boston since he
was traded from the Twins last
month.

PRESEASON FOOTBALL

Colts beat Jets
THE ASSO CIATED PRESS
Wide receiver Troy Walters might need surgery
on his broken right arm, an injury sustained in
Sarurday night's 31-7 preseason loss to the New
York Jets.

Eastern football
by position
+ Quarterba<:ks,
today

+ Offensive line,
Tuesday

+ Defensive line,
Wednesday

+ Skill positions,
Thursday

+ Se<:ondary,
Friday

+ Sp ecial teams,
Aug. 30

+ Coa<:hing staff,
Aug. 31

Coach Tony Dungy said Sunday a decision on
the surgery would be made Monday and that he
was still not sure whether Walters would miss the
rest of the season.
Walters was hurt on the first series when Peyton
Manning tried to throw a deep pass over the middle. As Walters looked up and reached for the ball,
New York Jets safety Jon McGraw closed fast and
hit him hard around the shoulders.

QB:
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 12

back-up for the Badgers who had time
to shine when he threw a game-winning touchdown pass to beat the then
No. 3 ranked Ohio State last season.
"We knew he was corning here after
the spring scrimmage," quarterbacks
coach David Carr said of the fifth year
senior. "He's really only going to be
with us for one semester."
Schabert comes from a Badger
offense that was based on running into
a pass-oriented offense and is still
working to master the new playbook.
However, the coaching staff knows it's
just a matter of time before he has the
new system down. Carr said it was the
same style Schabert ran in high school
and head coach Bob Spoo is confident

... from Cross Country is John Mcinerney.
The eight year head coach of the track and
field team decided to step down to become
a full-time teacher in the physical education
department. The coach also wanted to
spend more time with his family, citing his
two young boys as a major reason for trying
to find some more time to stay home.
"Coach Mcinerney was the kind of guy
that everybody loved having involved with
the program here at Eastern," Director of
Athletics Richard McDuffie said. "He
worked up some great relationships
between his co-workers and his athletes
over his time here; it is hard to trade him in
for anybody else."

COMING
.. . into Cross Country is Geoff Masanet.
The former disciple of Mcinerney,
Masanet's oonnecrion with the departing
coach stretches all the way back to high
school when Mcinerney coached Masanet.
Masanet's previous coaching experience
came from Missouri-Kansas City, where he
had spent five years coaching in the MidContinent Conference.
"The first thing that stands out about
(Masanet) is his passion for the university,"
McDuffie said. "The next thing about him
is the past experience that he has accumulated at Missouri-Kansas City. He has a
knack for hard work and getting the job
done the right way."

GOING
... from Women's Basketball is Linda
Wunder. Wunder spent five years on the
Eastern bench as the women's head coach,
but in that time accumulated only 36 vic-

in Schaben's ability.
"This is a guy who's a fifth year senior who came from a coach's family,"
Spoo said. "He's been in the grind in
Wisconsin and he's coming along on
pace."
When you match up the two quarterbacks, they each have valuable
attributes to bring to the table. Harris
is an athletic quarterback who can use
his legs to make plays while Schabert is
more of a pocket passer.
"Mart (Schabert) doesn't quite have
the skills Andrew (Harris) does athletically,"Spoo said. "He's not as tall as
Andrew either so he doesn't see the
field quite as well."
Despite both quarterbacks being listed on the roster as 6-foot-2, when you
see the pair on the practice field, Harris
is visibly taller.

Martin Luther King Jr. University Union

Schaben's arrival at Eastern has
given Harris a sense of urgency to hold
on to his starting spot, he said.
"He's pushing me to compete for the
spot and he adds depth at the position," Harris said of Schabert.
And the coaches have noticed
Harris' extra push for the job.
"These guys are competing their tails
off," Carr said. '~drew has been
srudying harder, watching more film,
coming to practice earlier and staying
later."
Some ofSchaben's experience is rubbing off onto Harris, according to
Carr, who described Schaben as "cool
under pressure".
Spoo doesn't know when Schabert
will be game ready, but did say he's
progressing as planned.
"When we have confidence that he's

It~

tories in 137 games. Eastern decided to go
a different direction after the season ended
and the team could only muster a ninthplace finish in the OVC, thus eliminating
the team from competing in the OVC
Tournament.
"Linda was a fine person but things just
didn't materialize over the course of the five
years she was here," McDuffie said. '1 don't
know about things falling apart between
the team and her last year, it was just a matter of not getting the results all of us
thought would come."

COMING
... into Women's Basketball is Brady Sallee.
While Sallee has never had head ooaching
experience, he has spent time at three different Division I schools as an assistant
coach. The last school that Sallee was an
assistant coach at was East Carolina
University where he spent two years. Before
spending time at East Carolina, Sallee also
worked at Kent State and Idaho State.
Sallee named two new assistants over the
summer. Rekha Patterson, who was a graduate assistant for Baylor's women's team,
and former Eastern standout Lauren
Dailey, who just finished her career at
Eastern last year were selected. They will
join Eryn Ivnik, the only coach remaining
from last year, in assisting Sallee.
"One of the things that made him standout is the pure enthusiasm that he brings to
the position," McDuffie said. '~f"ter looking at other candidates, it came down to the
person who we thought would bring the
excitement and the other necessary skills to
the job, and it was obvious that he brought
that to the table."

ready to play, we'll give him chances,"
Spoo said. "It's three weeks 'til our first
game and there's still competition for
the spot."
Also being thrown into the mix is
junior college transfer Mike Keeling.
Keeling, a junior, came to Eastern from
Cerritos Junior College in California.
He is currently undergoing a re-acclimation period, according to NCAA
rules, because of his late transfer and
has had to miss one of the Panthers'
two-a-day practices.
"We really haven't had a chance to
see him too much," Bob Spoo said.
"We are anxious to see him out here in
. "
action.
Last year's back-up, senior Andrew
Vincent, has moved to defense with
the arrival of the two transfer quarterbacks.

A Jird, It~ A lat1e.
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Eastern Illinois University
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S tore Hours:
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PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
THURSDAY
FRIDAY

W OMEN'S SoCCER VS. EvANSVILLE
M EN'S S OCCER VS. A SBURY CoLLEGE (EXHIBITION)
M EN'S S OCCER AWMNI CAME

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston
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CROSS COUNTRY

Questions
abound
There are a few questions that
surround this year's football team,
considering only a year ago expectations were not met.
Last year's team left many questions that are to be answered by
this year's team, but those who
left the team also created vacancies that bring up even more
questions that should be focused
on while the team gets ready for
the upooming season.
That whole process of improving the team during the off season
and preseason is where the coaching staff oomes in, especially with
the task of getting this team ready
for opening day (September 11,
by the way).
Some of the issues that need to
be focused on are the glaring difference that will mark the linebacker position this year and an
interesting twist to the quarterback situation that adds a bit of
competition to the weeks preceding the season.
First off, people who know
Ohio Valley Conference football
should notice and wonder how
this year's Eastern team will
replace a linebacking oorps that
lost all three of its members.
Last year's group was about as
talented a group of linebackers
that this university may ever see.
N ick Ricks, Fred Miller and Jacob
Maurer all left open slots at their
linebacker positions for this year's
depth chart.
To try and fill the holes that
those three left, seniors Adam Jack
and David Bentley figure to get
some time to prove themselves
now that they have more of an
opportunity to play on a consistent basis.
The seoond major question for
this year's team may be a familiar
one. A quarterback situation may

See SEIDLITZ
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John Mcinerney coached cross country at Eastern for 12 years before resigning to teach full time and spend more time with his children Colin, 7, and Riley, 10.

FAMILY GUY
Mcinerney focuses on being a
father, husband and educator
BY AARON SEIDLITZ
SPORTS EDITOR

H eadlining a flurry of coaching changes at Eastern was
the head coaching change of the men's and women's cross
oountry team.
After spending 12 years as the men's coach and 10 years
as the women's cross country coach at Eastern, John
Mcinerney resigned from the school as a coach but did not
oompletdy stop working on the campus.

Instead of oontinuing his coaching career, Mcinerney
chose to take some time off for himself and his family. H e
did so by retiring as the cross country coach, but staying at
Eastern to beoome a full-time teacher in the physical education department.
Describing the lifestyle he has lived in athletics since the
1970s as "stressful," Mcinerney fdt there was no better
time than now to live the family life.

See MciNERNEY
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FOOTBALL

Old Badger or returning Panther

Incumbent starting quarterback
Andrew Harris,
12, and
University of
Wisconsin transfer Matt
Schabert, 15, will
compete for
Eastern's No. 1
spot on the
depth chart.

Eastern has healthy
competition for QB
BY DAN RENICK
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

STE PHEN H AASITHED'IILYEASTERN NEINS

T he oompetition for Eastern's starting quarterback
spot features a new arm from the badger state, Matt
Schabert, and the Panthers' incumbent play caller,

Andrew H arris.
H arris, a junior, has taken snaps with the first team
and is currently No. 1 on the Panthers' depth chart,
but there is a talented veteran waiting in the wings
while being acclimated to a new system.
Schabert, a senior, transferred to Eastern from the
University of Wisconsin over the summer. H e was a

See QB
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